
Follow-up From Q&A Sessions: Supplier Payment Methods & Terms on March 9 & 15, 
2023   
The following are questions and the corresponding answers that were not able to answer due to time 
during the sessions on March 9 and 15, 2023  
  
Q: I didn't follow how individuals on W9s are given the information about terms for individuals in the 
SVF process. Help, please.  
 
A: Individuals will be set at Immediate terms. However, they can still choose how they want to receive 
their payment – ACH/Direct Deposit or Check. Please submit an online inquiry form if you have an 
individual that you want us to send the JP Morgan enrollment link to if they want the ACH/Direct 
Deposit payment. If they want a check, neither the department nor the individual need to do anything.  
 
 
Q: We handle competitions within our department (Innovation Institute).  Most winners are 
students.  Please review the process again for student payments.  I heard they are an exception, but we 
process in Concur.  Is it true they don't need to complete the SVF, they just need to complete the W-9 
(or 8BEN)?  
 
A: That’s true. For the students and for anyone in Concur, only a W9 is needed. Regarding their payment 
method, they can still choose how they want to receive their payment – ACH/Direct Deposit or Check. 
Please submit an online inquiry form if you have an individual that you want us to send the JP Morgan 
enrollment link to if they want the ACH/Direct Deposit payment. If they want a check, neither the 
department nor the individual need to do anything.  
 
 
Q: We have a lot of partners that are for annual events only.  How often is PEX “clearing out” inactive 
vendors?   If a vendor is cleaned out of the system, and we need to pay them for the next annual event, 
will they have to go through this enrollment process again?  
 
A: The PRISM master vendor file is swept of inactive suppliers after 24 months of no payment (36 
months for diversity suppliers). If your supplier has gone inactive, you’ll need to submit a new W9 to 
make them active again and yes, they’ll need to re-enroll in JP Morgan’s digital payments again.  
 
  
Q: How will you handle payments to UPMC?  They have dozens of remittance addresses.  
 
A: Yes, UPMC has many sites. For now, they will be paid as they have always been paid. The plan for 
UPMC is to work with their finance office to form a strategy to make all of their sites aware of their 
options and send them enrollment link.   
 
 
Q: If there is a TIN, then that supplier is not an "individual”, only SSNs are classified as "Individuals”, is 
that correct?  
 
A: Typically, that’s correct. But when a supplier is initially entered into the PRISM master vendor file, 
Payment Processing takes the federal tax classification directly from the W9 submitted by the supplier.   
 



 
Q: How does using the virtual card differ from using the OneCard to pay our suppliers?  
 
A: The OneCard and the Virtual Card are two very different cards. The OneCard is a plastic card that 
should be used to book travel, make purchases while in travel status, or for emergency goods purchases 
when the supplier won’t accept a P.O. Services are not to be paid for with a OneCard. The Virtual Card 
(no physical card) is a 16-digit account number that is sent to the supplier to make a payment on a P.O. 
It’s used in place of a check or ACH/Direct Deposit payment to the supplier for a good or service.   
 
 
Q: If an individual is outside the US but has a US bank account and is a US citizen, can they do ACH or do 
we still have to do a wire transfer?  
 
A: If they have a US Bank account, yes, an ACH is available.   
 
 
Q: Will we still be able to request a check for campus delivery? We typically do this for our bulk mail 
permit - the check is delivered to mailing services and they hand deliver it to the post office.  
 
A: Yes, campus check delivery will still be available only when an emergency. This should not be used in 
place of Rush Checks.  
 
 
Q: Who does a supplier currently contact to update address information?   
 
A: They should send a current W9 to pptcustomerservice@cfo.pitt.edu   
 
 
Q: Will the supplier receive the tips for successful enrollment?  
 
A: Not the slide; however, in the communication to suppliers, there are tips listed.   
 
 
Q: If a supplier remittance address is typed incorrectly, such as “1st floor”, or “first floor”, will a new 
enrollment link need to be sent?  
 
A: The supplier will verify their address when first logging in to JP Morgan’s Integrated Payables platform 
and will have the opportunity to ensure it’s typed correctly. If it needs to be changed in Oracle, the 
supplier should reach out to pptcustomerservice@cfo.pitt.edu or 412-624-3578 to notify and request a 
change.  
 
 
Q: If a supplier currently takes credit cards but charges a fee, how will that be handled? I've been opting 
to use checks to avoid the fee, but if the supplier chooses the credit card option how will those charges 
be handled?  
 
A: The University would not pay a processing fee. You may be able to speak to your supplier about this. 
If your department isn’t paying the fee, they will be paid on check at Net 60 terms. The supplier would 
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want to consider what is best for them in that situation. They may be willing to remove the fee (as a 
courtesy) rather than wait 60 days for payment.  
  
 


